India Business Law Journal

Description: India Business Law Journal is a specialist monthly journal that provides in-depth and irreplaceable coverage of the legal, financial and regulatory challenges that can make or break business deals in India's new and fast-changing business environment.

It is a vital source of intelligence to India-based and international businesses and law firms as they adapt and expand to take advantage of India's rapid economic growth and increasing openness to the world of cross-border transactions.

Subscribe now to receive:

- Complete coverage of key business, legal and regulatory developments.
- Expert advice on intellectual property protection, corporate finance, taxation, dispute resolution, mergers and acquisitions, labor law, FDI regulations and more.
- Incisive information on all major sectors including IT, telecoms, infrastructure, biotechnology, finance, power and outsourcing.
- Critical analysis of the legal structures that underpin significant business deals.
- Unrivalled intelligence on India's legal market.

Readers enjoy 10 issues of India Business Law Journal a year, delivered directly to their desks.

Reader's list includes: Allen & Overy; Amarchand Mangaldas; Ashurst; AT&T; Avaya; AZB & Partners; Bank of America; Bharti Enterprises; Caterpillar; Chadbourne & Parke; Clifford Chance; Coca-Cola; Eversheds; ExlService Holdings; FCI Asia; Future Capital Holdings Limited; Geometric Software Solutions; Herbert Smith; Hitachi; Hogan Lovells; Honeywell; ICICI; ICRA; Intel; InterContinental Hotels; Jardine Matheson; Jones Lang LaSalle; Kanga & Co; Luthra & Luthra; Mallesons Stephen Jaques; Morrison & Foerster; Nokia; Novozymes; NXP Semiconductors; Owens Corning; PricewaterhouseCoopers; Ranbaxy; Rio Tinto; Rohm and Haas; Schroder Investment Management; Shearman & Sterling; Societe Generale; STAR TV; Sullivan & Cromwell; The Indian Hotels Company; Videocon Industries; Videojet Technologies; Wells Fargo; Yum! Restaurants; and many more.

No forward-looking business or law firm can afford to ignore India. Subscribe now to arm your business with the best in legal intelligence.

Contents: India Business Law Journal is packed with the information you need to achieve business success in India. Regular sections include:

- Features
  Open your mind to unrivalled business insight. Discover the legal strategies that underpin the top corporate success stories, find out how your business can benefit from new laws and regulations and learn how to avoid the legal pitfalls that claim so many victims in India.

- News
  Arm yourself with specialist business law news. Keep up to date with the latest deals (and the people behind them), business-related court judgments, legal market developments, people moves and more.

- The Wrap
  Stay ahead of the game with a complete round-up of legislative and regulatory developments. Discover the opportunities they present for your business.

- What's the Deal?
Learn from the successes and failures of others with in-depth case studies of major business deals. What were the legal structures behind the corporate strategies? How were regulatory hurdles overcome? Who were the architects? What lessons can be learnt?

- Vantage Point
Hear it straight from those who count. Top lawmakers, politicians, business leaders and lawyers spell out their visions.

- Intelligence Report
Ensure that your business has the latest in legal intelligence. Polls and surveys furnish you with vital information for selecting and managing external legal counsel. Which are the top law firms in key practice areas? Who are the lawyers behind India's most successful transactions? How much should you pay for legal advice?

- Correspondents
Benefit from the practical advice of India's top legal minds. Prestigious correspondents provide regular updates on key issues such as mergers and acquisitions, intellectual property, labour law, capital markets, taxation and dispute resolution.

- And much more...
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